Undergraduate Student Government
The Ohio State University
2021 Election Results

Total Valid Undergraduate Votes Cast – 6,264

Total Votes Cast by Valid Voters for Pres/VP – 6,172

Total Votes Cast by Valid Voters only for General Assembly Candidates/Indicating No Preference for Pres/VP – 92

PRESIDENT/VICE PRESIDENT TEAMS
Jacob Chang/Anna Valerius – 3,149 (51%)
Maddie Carson/Sri Uppalapati – 2,873 (47%)

Total Write-In Votes – 150 (2%)

BALLOT INITIATIVES – None

COLLEGE GENERAL ASSEMBLY SEATS

**Arts & Humanities (2)**
Jules Christensen – 786
Tiffany Hsich (Write-In)

**Business (3)**
Sophia Cramer – 436
Hattie Fu – 385
Eric Huang – 385
Ziwen Guan – 342
Szofi Wiksell – 292
Sabriya Zaman – 252

**Dentistry (1)**
Isaac Guy – 6

**Exploration (1)**
Alexa Ryan – 78
Miles Skove – 27

**Education and Human Ecology (2)**
John Fuller – 244
Henry Magoun (Write-In)

**Food, Agricultural & Environmental Sciences (1)**
Aurora Ellis – 116
Justin Smith – 94

**Engineering (4)**
Bridgette Wadge – 536
Shobitha Sanjeevan – 447
Chika Nkwocha – 415
Rama Naboulsi – 405
Mitchell Pinsky – 344
Kenneth Harvey – 319

**Exploration (1)**
Alexa Ryan – 78
Miles Skove – 27

**Food, Agricultural & Environmental Sciences (1)**
Aurora Ellis – 116
Justin Smith – 94

**Medicine Sciences (1)**
Alex Williams – 203

**Natural & Mathematical Sciences (3)**
Yuan Zou – 250
Kwame Larney – 181
Abhek Poudel – 181
Katie McCreage – 154
Olivia Schaffer – 148

**Nursing (1)**
Ainsley Houk (Write-In)

**Pharmacy (1)**
Elizabeth Nguyen – 49
(College Seats Continued)

**Public Affairs (1)**
- Teresa Lebowitz – 114
- Ryan Alvarado – 46

**Public Health (1)**
- Suhavi Salmon-Rekhi – 52
- Zoe Grace Hargrove – 39

**Social & Behavioral Sciences (4)**
- Jessica Perez – 218
- Eduardo Reyeros – 203
- Ella Roxey – 200
- Halle Nahoum – 192
  - Caitlyn Cunningham – 176
  - Gabe Myers – 171
  - Zac Forsythe – 159

**Social Work (1)**
- Leah Bronaugh – 53
  - Sundus Diif – 25

**LIVING AREA GENERAL ASSEMBLY SEATS**

**Commuter Living Area (2)**
- Kaydee Wang – 222
- Jason Zhao (Write-In)

**Off-Campus Living Area (5)**
- Jingjing Zhou – 1,377
- Samari Collins – 1,179
- Suzan Mchao – 1,148
- Enoch Adelani – 1,091
- Mia Potenzini – 1,080
- Jay’da Rogers – 878
- Cameron Bryant – 876
- David Jordan – 783

**On-Campus Living Area (7)**
- Madison Mason – 895
- Kyla Hurns – 759
- Marina DeNunzio – 723
- Kailash Mishra – 720
- Julius McIntyre – 703
- Stephanie Ogonuwe – 665
- Bobby McAlpine – 649
- Dean Orloff – 524
- Bethany Baggett – 456

**Regional Campus Living Area (1)**
- Baffoa Baffoe-Essilfie (Write-In)
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